Calligraphy art without boundaries
Reviving historical East Asian texts in the library

Run Run Shaw Library of City University of Hong Kong (CityU) is the first university library in Hong Kong to acquire the Collection of Korean Anthologies (CKA) (Hanja: 《韓國歷代文集叢書》; Hangul: 한국역대문집총서), a massive collection of more than 3,000 classic anthologies written by more than 3,000 Korean writers from 7th century to early 20th century in Chinese characters. In 2012, CityU, in collaboration with Jeju National University (Korea) and University of California, Berkeley (USA), launched a major digital index database that transcribed the essay-level titles of CKA into Chinese, Hangul, and Hangul Romanization. CityU Library has also shelved China’s largest historical encyclopedic Chinese texts collection Siku Quanshu (SKQS) (Chinese: 《四庫全書》) together with a database.

Despite the huge effort in digitization, the reading rates of CKA and SKQS databases are low mainly because the knowledge system of ancient East Asia is different from the West. As such, the terminologies used in historical East Asian texts are largely different than the terminologies used today. Without sufficient guidance on contextual analysis, it is difficult for students to understand the historical East Asian texts, let alone conduct research on them. Historical manuscripts and rare books in other languages also present a similar problem to students and even researchers.1

Before the invention of typing devices, these historical East Asian texts were all hand-written with Calligraphy. Even though Koreans generally use phonetic Hangul nowadays, calligraphy practitioners still use Chinese characters in their artworks. In Hong Kong and Mainland China, it is mandatory for primary and junior secondary students to practice calligraphy arts with a traditional brush. Although most of them do not continue to practice it, they generally appreciate the unique beauty of calligraphy. Therefore, Chinese calligraphy is a common communicative art among East Asia nations.

It is not enough for an established academic library to offer the best possible collections and services, it must go a step further to ensure they are indeed used.2 In response to the low reading rates of these historical East Asian texts, the Calligraphy Connections Project (CCP) designed a two-stage patron-engagement model that aims to provide students with an innovative extra-curricular pathway to improve their life-long information literacy abilities through creative works and active engagement with undervalued historical East Asian texts by leveraging their interest in calligraphy. CCP also emphasizes embracing and sharing
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the cultural diversity of the Sinosphere beyond disciplines, institutions, borders, languages, senses, and technology.

The ACRL Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education has been the CCP’s guiding framework; the ways students practice information literacy skills through their creative process are reflected in a previous article.3 The following section will outline the activities design of the two-stage patron-engagement model.

**Two-stage patron-engagement model**

**Stage 1: Learning engagement through creative works**

In the first stage of CCP’s engagement model, the target group is students majoring in different disciplines. These students are cultivated to access and critically engage with the historical East Asian texts that are rarely encountered in their curriculum.

1. **Tutorials.** In collaboration with the CityU students’ calligraphy club, students with limited knowledge in calligraphy and historical East Asian texts are engaged to participate in weekly small groups calligraphy and historical East Asian texts tutorials, supported by librarians and their peers who are good at calligraphy. Empowered by a text-mining application, students can directly search, explore, and critically assess the development of the variant Chinese characters and ancient scholarly works via library databases.

2. **Calligraphy competitions.** CCP hosts calligraphy competitions, which invite students from Korea, Hong Kong, and Mainland China to re-create poems or passages from historical East Asian texts in calligraphy and write reflective essays (“My Story of Creation”), which expand upon their thinking. The students’ contributions will be selected by scholars and librarians and compiled in monographs to provide additional powerful incentives for students to participate.

3. **Translation competitions.** Mindful of the inherent language barrier of appreciating the historical East Asian texts, the CCP and CityU’s Department of Linguistic and Translation (LT Department) established the JC Poetic Heritage Translation Awards and encourages students from CityU and secondary schools to explore and transmit the historical East Asian poetic heritage (in Chinese) to the world through their translation into English.4

**Stage 2: Cross-border community engagement**

In CCP’s second stage of engagement, the target groups are students and the community. Students’ creative works with the historical East Asian texts are disseminated through student-led cross-border community engagement activities.

1. **Workshops and seminars.** CCP collaborates with overseas partner universities to conduct an online seminar where students can freely exchange their stories of creation for the joint exhibition. Students reflect that these cross-border cultural exchanges based on calligraphy and historical East Asian texts are rarely encountered in their undergraduate curriculum and are mutually beneficial to students of both countries.

2. **Roving exhibitions.** Collecting students’ contributions in different formats from the stage 1 activities, academicians’ calligraphy artworks, and selected texts from SKQS and CKA, CCP has co-organized with students to curate campus roving exhibitions held at universities within the Sinosphere and the United Kingdom that are open to public. Furthermore, students (those who were interested in cross-cultural studies) are encouraged to make short videos to express their research findings and perhaps even their emotions
related to the historical East Asian texts where the librarians’ role is to couch their digital storytelling skills. Both sighted and visually impaired students partnered to become the docent of the guided tours for the exhibitions to facilitate a deeper cultural exchange and bond between themselves and the community.

Furthermore, students are engaged to do the recitals in Chinese dialects and Korean (Hanja and Hangul), together with calligraphy artwork boards produced by laser-cutting and the corresponding audio description. Exhibits in different media with the aid of digital tools serve an important purpose to embrace diversity in spoken languages and inclusion in facilitating the need of visually impaired students to access and appreciate the historical East Asian poetic heritage through auditory and tactile senses. Similar outputs are expected in future exhibitions.

The second stage of the engagement model relies heavily on collaboration with external organizations. It is our hope that allowing students hands-on opportunities to engage with external organizations in real-world publication activities through CCP would increase students’ sense of ownership and allow them to benefit from connections with scholars from other universities. The following section highlights how students benefitted from collaboration with external organizations.
Cross-pollination of ideas and perspectives between Korea and Hong Kong

CityU students were supported to curate an exhibition at the Korean Cultural Centre in Hong Kong (KCC) featuring their calligraphy artworks (themed on any topic they choose but must be based on ancient East Asian texts), award-winning works of the translation competition, and historical East Asian texts.

An exhibition can be a tool of storytelling. With the guidance of the KCC professional curatorial team, student curators were able to learn how to curate an exhibition that would draw community members to the students’ creative outputs they were exposed to and the perspectives that each creative work present.

Calligraphy exhibitions nowadays focus primarily on the visual aesthetics of calligraphy. To professional calligraphers, each character is considered less as a sign used in Chinese writing than as a miniature abstract painting brought into being by a brush. While students writing calligraphy in CPP exhibitions certainly emulated the artistic writing styles of past calligraphers, the design of calligraphy artworks should also respond to the sentiments conveyed in the works of ancient literati. Also, some of the literature works of ancient scholars have been disseminated in different versions for hundreds of years. So students were encouraged not only to blindly reproduce literature works, but also take a step further to refer to the original historical texts via databases while creating the calligraphy artworks and providing captions containing the book images that they selected in the exhibitions.

In effect, each calligraphy artwork underlies an ancient East Asian text, for example:

Top: The caption of the calligraphy artwork created by CityU student Boxun Yan, majoring in electrical engineering, with the original book image of CKA.
Right: Calligraphy artwork created by CityU student Boxun Yan replicating a poem authored by ancient Korean literati Yi Gyobo (1168–1241), highlighted red in the caption.
The more the CPP collects students’ calligraphy artworks, the more historical East Asian texts that were rediscovered, reinterpreted, and re-presented to other patrons who generally find these texts irrelevant to them (especially students majoring in Science and Engineering).

After the exhibition at KCC, Jigu Institute and Seoul National University (SNU) jointly curated a calligraphy exhibition at SNU Cultural Centre. Jigu Institute is an organization established mainly by renowned scholars and academicians in Hong Kong and China to promote the preservation of intangible cultural heritage such as calligraphy, and most of them specialize in various scientific fields. Recommended by the Jigu Institute, students and Jigu Institute scholars’ calligraphy artworks and translation works themed on CKA were sent to SNU for the Gwan-ak Literati Calligraphy Exhibition.

The professors and students from SNU created calligraphy artworks themed on ancient Chinese scholar Su Shi’s (1037–1101) poems. SNU compiled a catalogue of all the artworks and gave CCP participants a copy of the catalogue. To our surprise, some of the poems that they replicated are unfamiliar even to Hong Kong and Mainland Chinese students. CityU students were encouraged to compare the version of the poems replicated in the artworks with that of the poems recorded in SKQS. During this exercise, CityU students made some serendipitous findings that they have never thought of before.

Top: The caption of the calligraphy artwork created by SNU student Hae-in Oh with the original book image of SKQS. Right: Calligraphy Artwork created by SNU student Hae-in Oh, highlighted red in the caption.
Curating a calligraphy exhibition with SNU was also an opportunity for Chinese professors and students to recollect the lost memories of ancient Chinese characters. In their poster of the joint calligraphy exhibition, the Chinese Character “㠭” was written. It is difficult even for Chinese to identify this Chinese character. Research with dictionaries unveiled that this is the ancient variant form of the Chinese Character “展,” which means “exhibition.” Due to standardization of Chinese characters, we have lost the opportunities to learn their variant text forms. This is a wake-up call for us to be more open-minded of the forms and evolution of Chinese characters.

Poster of the Gwan-ak Literati Calligraphy Exhibition and Science and Arts: Calligraphy Arts without Boundaries at the SNU Cultural Centre.

Looking ahead
The visibility of CKA and SKQS databases are low, but these collections are the irreplaceable testimonials of our cultural past and shaped our East Asian identity. The barrier of students accessing these historical texts is the perceived lack of relevancy to them. Bearing in mind the already heavy workload and stress of students in their curriculum, CCP was deliberately designed as an extra-curricular engagement activity through a combination of arts and historical texts without any grading assignments.

Without any commitment, we are glad to see that students—more than half of which come from science and engineering disciplines—have been actively contributing throughout the two stages of CCP learning engagement activities. Students’ creative works were not limited to calligraphy art, gradually extending to other art forms such as translation, recitals, and videos. The two-stage engagement model was designed to mimic a complete research cycle to provide students opportunities to practice information literacy skills throughout the cycle and more importantly to function as real scholars through publications. Publishing students’ creative works has the effect of critically engaging both students
and community members with historical texts that a simple database demonstration or a book display does not have.

CCP’s two-stage engagement model has proven to be an effective way to coach students’ information literacy skills through a combination of arts and historical East Asian texts. This model is replicable in historical texts of other languages because of the unique duality of calligraphy arts as both a practical means of communication and artistic expression. Collaboration with external institutions has played a significant role in the implementation of CCP. Our hope is that this project will continue to create an environment amenable to a cross-pollination of ideas and perspectives between patrons from different disciplines and backgrounds through ongoing engagement with arts and historical East Asian texts.

Notes


